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Abstract. Astronomy is increasingly becoming a data-driven science
as the community builds larger instruments which are capable of gath-
ering more data than previously possible. As the sizes of the datasets
increase, it becomes even more important to make the most efficient use
of the computational resources available. In this work, we highlight how
provenance can be used to increase the computational efficiency of astro-
nomical workflows. We describe a provenance-enabled image processing
pipeline and motivate the generation of provenance with two relevant
use cases. The first use case investigates the origin of an optical varia-
tion and the second is concerned with the objects used to calibrate the
image. The provenance was then queried in order to evaluate the rela-
tive computational efficiency of use case evaluation, with and without the
use of provenance. We find that recording the provenance of the pipeline
increases the original processing time by ∼45%. However, we find that
when evaluating the two identified use cases, the inclusion of provenance
improves the efficiency of processing by ∼99% and ∼96% for Use Cases
1 and 2, respectively. Furthermore, we combine these results with the
probability that Use Cases 1 and 2 will need to be evaluated and find
a net decrease in computational processing efficiency of 13-44% when
incorporating provenance generation within the workflow. However, we
deduce that provenance has the potential to produce a net increase in
this efficiency if more uses cases are to be considered.
1 Introduction
Provenance is a staple in the art communities as it is a record of the origin,
ownership and custody of a work of art or artefact. In this context, it can be
used to assess the authenticity and probe past possession, in order to value a
work of art. The practice of provenance has also been adopted by the scientific
community as reliability and reproducibility are two of its fundamental axioms.
The use of provenance within science is becoming ever more important as the
quantities of data and the number of people analysing each dataset increase.
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Over the last few decades, the ability of the astronomer to collect and pro-
cess data has increased dataset sizes from giga to tera to now peta-byte scale
datasets. This is in part due to the creation of large scale survey telescopes such
as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)[1], the Palomar Transient Factory[2]
and, in future, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)[3]. As astronomy is
increasingly becoming a data-driven science, many frameworks and tools have
been designed to automate the generation of the accompanying provenance. Pro-
ducing this detailed record of the provenance requires additional storage and
introduces an initial runtime overhead to the execution time. However, it can
also allow for a significant reduction in resources when analysing the final data
products.
With the advent of new survey telescopes, such as LSST, which have ex-
tremely large datasets, it is becoming ever more crucial for the astronomer to
make the most efficient use of the computational resources available. PROV-
TEMPLATE[4] is a declarative approach to enable the generation of PROV
compatible provenance and in this paper we investigate the implementation of
PROV-templates as a means of producing the provenance of astronomical work-
flows. The aim is to quantitatively demonstrate the relative computational effi-
ciency of astronomical image processing with and without the use of PROV-
TEMPLATE generated provenance. In order to achieve this, firstly, PROV-
TEMPLATES were used to generate the provenance of an astronomical image
processing pipeline which was designed to measure the brightness variation of
black hole binary systems. Secondly, within the context of this workflow, two
use cases were identified for which provenance is vital for the astronomy com-
munity. Use Case 1 was to investigate the origin of an observed variation in
a target astronomical objects brightness and in Use Case 2, a star was found
to be incorrectly measured and it was investigated whether this star was used
in the calibration process. These use cases were then evaluated with and with-
out the use of the generated provenance and the relative resources required by
each method were quantified. Finally, the total impact of provenance capture
and usage was measured by comparing the computational resources required for
implementation and use case evaluation with and without the use of provenance.
The contributions of this paper are: identifying two use cases for which prove-
nance is vital for the astronomy community; a quantitative measurement of the
impact of provenance capture and usage with these use cases and the application
of PROV-Templates to a real world situation.
The structure of this paper is as follows, Section 2 outlines the astronomy
application and identifies the use cases which will be evaluated. Section 3 de-
scribes the provenance generation method. Section 4 details the evaluation of
the outlined use cases. Section 5 outlines the related work and finally, Section 6
discusses our findings.
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2 Astronomy Application
The motivation of this paper is to investigate the potential for provenance to
increase the efficiency of processing astronomical data, therefore we outline an
astronomical dataset and image processing pipeline in this section. The astro-
nomical images used throughout this were all taken of the low mass X-ray binary
(LMXB), GS 1354-64 which consists of a star in orbit around a black hole. The
pipeline identifies the objects in the images, measures the brightness of all ob-
jects and calibrates them to account for changing viewing conditions in order
to find the variations in flux that GS 1354-64 exhibits over time. These optical
variations can be used to determine properties of the system such as its orbital
period, which can then be used, in-conjunction with spectral information, to in-
fer the masses of the binary components. Currently, this is the only way we have
to robustly measure the mass of stellar mass black holes and increasing the sam-
ple of known black hole masses enables us to better understand their properties.
Survey telescopes are the ideal equipment in order to discover more systems as
they are designed to systematically observe large swathes of the sky. As we are
looking to discover new LMXBs, we do not know their position, although we
may know areas of the sky where they are more likely to be. This means that
large quantities of data must be analysed in order to find the objects of interest
and it is essential to utilise any advantage in computational efficiency available
which motivates our investigation into the use of provenance in this regard.
2.1 The Image Processing Pipeline
The image processing pipeline had two main functions: differential photometry
and pattern recognition. As the measured brightness of the object in an image
is dependent on conditions such as clouds, the image’s proximity to the moon
and light pollution, the images must be calibrated via differential photometry,
whereby stars of known and constant brightness within the same image are used
to adjust the measured brightness for differences in observing conditions. The
pattern recognition was required in order to determine which source in the image
corresponds to which astronomical object. The use cases are both concerned with
differential photometry, therefore the explanation of the workflow will focus on
this aspect.
The left hand side of Figure 1 is a UML sequence diagram depicting a simpli-
fied version of the differential photometry in the image processing pipeline. The
two lifelines of the UML diagram represent the script itself and the astronomical
images. The first message, performAperturePhotometry, measures the brightness
of all objects within the image. Then, differentialPhotometry compares the mea-
sured brightness of known objects (standard stars) to their true brightness in
order to calculate the brightness correction needed for that particular image.
The pipeline determined which stars should be used as standard stars for each
image individually. Multiple standard stars were used in order to get a more
consistent calibration as any individual star is more effected by things such as
noise or systematic uncertainties. Bright stars were also chosen for the same
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Fig. 1: The left hand side is a UML sequence diagram depicting a simplified version of the differential
photometry process. The right-hand side is a PROV template generated from performAperturePho-
tometry.
reason. Once some candidate stars had been selected, they were cross-referenced
with the SIMBAD astronomical database [5] to determine whether they were
non-variable stars and if they were found to be so, then their true brightness
was retrieved and compared to the measured value and the brightness correction
for that image could be calculated. This process was repeated for each standard
star in the image and the final correction was the averaged value. The bright-
ness of the target object (in this case GS 1354-64) was then adjusted using this
correction. This process was then repeated for all images. Finally, the corrected
brightness of the object across all images was plotted against time to give the
lightcurve, demonstrating the objects temporal optical variation.
2.2 Use Cases
In order to assess the usefulness of provenance for the astronomical community,
the following use cases have been identified.
USE CASE 1. Variation Investigation - An Astronomer, Alice, detects a
change in luminosity in a star between two images taken on two different nights.
Abe determines whether the change was intrinsic to the object or a result of the
image processing pipeline.
First, this use case requires a record of the version of the pipeline that was
used for the image processing. The change in brightness could also be the re-
sult of the standard stars used to correct the measurement, either different stars
being selected for each image processing step.
If the image processing is found to be consistent between the observations,
then the change in observed brightness can be deduced to be due to the object,
however if there are inconsistencies then the images must be reprocessed to
determine the true origin of the variation.
With no accompanying provenance, the processing would have to be re-
peated, ensuring the pipeline was identical in order to dispel any doubt in the
origin of the variation.
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Evaluation of Use Case 1 asserts absolute certainty that the origin of the
optical variation was not due to the image processing pipeline. However, it is
usually expected, for this application, that the origin of the variation is from
the object. Therefore, it is likely that Use Case 1 would only be evaluated when
the astronomer, Alice, detects an unexpected result, such as too much variation
or no variation at all. An unexpected result from astronomical images is not
uncommon, however, quantifying how often this will occur is difficult to deter-
mine as this kind of data is typically poorly documented within the astronomical
community. Consequently, estimated probabilities of 1%, 10% and 30% were all
investigated in order to assess the impact of evaluating Use Case 1 on the total
computational resources required.
USE CASE 2. Calibration Propagation - A star that was previously thought to
be standard has been shown to demonstrate variability. Alice determines which
objects used this star for calibration and recalculates the photometry for them.
Standard stars are objects of known and constant luminosity that astronomers
use to calibrate images. If a standard star that was used for calibration had a
different brightness than what was accounted for, then the calibration could be
incorrect and an incorrect calibration means that the measured brightness of the
target object is wrong, invalidating the results.
Without the use of provenance, there are two possible solutions for this cal-
ibration propagation: firstly, with no knowledge of the standard stars used for
calibration, all images which contain the previously standard star would have to
be re-processed, ensuring that this star is not selected; secondly, the workflow
could be re-run up until the standard stars are selected from each image, and
with this information, only the images which use the previously standard star
in the calibration would be repeated.
Conversely, when evaluating this use case with provenance, the provenance
can be queried to return the list of standard stars used in the calibration process
for each image. From this, only the images which contain the newly variable star
have to be re-processed.
The invalidation of the use of a standard star could also be due to an incor-
rectly measured brightness as well as incorrectly determining the object to be
variable. Determining how often Use Case 2 is likely to be evaluated is not triv-
ial by any means as an object may be incorrectly measured or identified if: the
object saturated the image; a cosmic ray interfered with the image; there were
unaccounted for artefacts or systematics; the standard object exhibited sporadic
variation or it transitioned into a variable object. Taking into account all of
these scenarios, an estimated 1% probability that Use Case 2 would need to be
evaluated was assumed. It should be noted that this number could be calculable
if provenance use was more ubiquitous within the astronomy community.
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3 Provenance in Astronomy Simulations
Whilst the aim of this paper is to demonstrate the use of provenance to reduce
the overall processing cost, we must also address the initial overhead introduced
by provenance capture. The PROV-TEMPLATE[4] approach was used to gener-
ate PROV-compatible provenance which described the workflow. Firstly, the full
pipeline was modelled as a UML Sequence Diagram and later, UML2PROV[6]
was used to generate templates that described the design of the provenance to
be generated for each function. During the execution of the workflow, bindings
were generated every time a function was called which contained the variable-
value pairs (such as inputs or outputs) that were specific to that call of the
function and had corresponding variables on the template for that function.
On the right-hand side of Figure 1 we can see a template generated from per-
formAperturePhotometry. After completion of the workflow, these bindings were
then expanded with their corresponding templates using the ProvToolbox4 to
yield the individual provenance files. These were then merged to produce the
full provenance that described the system.
The image processing pipeline analysed a series of 10 images of LMXB GS
1354-64 taken by the Faulkes Telescope. All of the computation was repeated
twenty times and the results in Figure 2 a) represent the average and standard
deviation of these execution times. One should note that the only relevant time
increase for workflow execution time is the addition of bindings as the merging
and expansion can both be done post pipeline. The size of the products of the
workflow with and without provenance were also assessed and are shown in Table
1. The size of the inputs are also included to demonstrate that whilst the prove-
nance files are large when compared to the outputs, they are still inconsequential
on the scale of the full workflow.
All simulations were run on a Dell Latitude E7470 laptop with the follow-
ing specifications: 8GB of system memory; an Intel R©CoreTM i5-6200U CPU @
2.30GHz. The machine was running Ubuntu 16.04, kernel: 4.4.0-112-generic.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Use Case 1
The astronomical pipeline may not always perform a consistent analysis from
image to image. It may have different parameters during the calibration such
4 https://lucmoreau.github.io/ProvToolbox/
Table 1: The size of inputs consumed by and outputs produced by the image processing pipeline
with and without provenance generation.
Method Total Input Total Output
Size Size
Workflow Only 21MB 20kB
Workflow with Provenance 21MB 546kB
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(a) Timing: Workflow Execution,
with and without Provenance
(b) Timing: Analysis of Use Case 2
Fig. 2: a) Average processing times for workflow execution, with and without provenance generation.
b) Computational resources required to evaluate Use Case 2, when implementing different solutions.
Execution times vary depending on whether the newly variable star was used as a standard star in
the calibration on not, so both times are shown. The combined fraction convolves these processing
times with the probability that any star in the image was used as a standard star. Both sets of
results are the average found over twenty simulations and the error bars represent their standard
deviation.
as which stars were used as standard stars. It may also use different library
versions of the pipeline and the path that each data product made through
the pipeline may not always be the same. Use Case 1 investigates an observed
change in brightness from one image to another and tries to determine whether
this variation was inherent to the object itself or whether its origin was due to
inconsistencies in the image processing pipeline.
In order to evaluate Use Case 1 without provenance, the workflow must be re-
run over the series of images where the variation was observed, with the pipeline
versions and calibration settings made certain to be the same throughout. To
evaluate Use Case 1 with the use of provenance, SPARQL queries were written
to determine which versions of the pipeline and which standard stars were used
for each image. The queries were < 10 lines long and had a negligible run time
(< 1 second).
It was found that the same standard stars were used throughout the series of
images and the versions of the pipeline used were the same throughout as well.
Therefore, the observed variation could be deduced to not be due to the image
processing and the data did not need to be reprocessed. This information resulted
in a ∼99% increase in computational efficiency over evaluating the use case
without provenance. Table 2 shows the processing time necessary for evaluating
each use case, as well as the length of the code required to do so.
4.2 Use Case 2
Use Case 2 was to determine whether a star that was recently determined to
be variable was used in the image processing as a standard star and therefore
invalidated the calibration for that image. Three ways of evaluating Use Case 2
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were investigated: firstly, the workflow was completely re-executed, ensuring that
the variable star is not used in the calibration process; secondly the workflow
was executed up until the selection of standard stars, this information recorded
and the images which contain the variable object were re-computed and finally,
the provenance of the workflow was queried to determine which images should
be re-processed.
For the first case, the time to evaluate Use Case 2 is the same as the original
execution time as there is no information on which images did or did not use the
variable object for calibration so all must be repeated. For the second scenario,
the evaluation time is reduced when the variable star was found not to be used
as a standard star as the workflow had to only be partially re-run. However,
if it were found to be used as a standard star then the workflow must also be
completely re-run with this star not being used in the calibration in addition
to the partial run to find the standard stars used. The third evaluation queries
the provenance in order to determine whether the newly variable star was used
as a standard star. In summary, the first evaluation assumes no knowledge of
the workflow and always completely re-runs. The second method determines
information on the standard stars used by partially re-running the workflow then
deciding whether it should all be re-run. The final method leverages provenance
information in order to determine whether the workflow should be re-run.
If it was not used as a standard star, then there was only the computational
cost of provenance querying required to evaluate the use case as the workflow
does not need to be re-run. If it was used as a standard star, then the workflow
must be re-run with the newly variable star not used during the calibration
process. The SPARQL queries used to evaluate this use case were < 10 lines
long and had a negligible run time (< 1 second), as before.
As the computational efficiency of two of the methods rely on whether the
newly variable star was used as a standard star, the probability that any star
in the image was used in the calibration as a standard star was calculated. This
probability was convolved with the computation time required by each method
of use case evaluation for if the star was used as a standard star and if it was
not. This probability, P , was defined as P = n/A where n is the number of
standard stars per image and A is the average number of objects per image. For
this example, 10 standard stars were used and the total number of objects in
the image was ∼450, therefore, assuming all objects were treated equally, there
was a ∼2% chance that any star in the image was used as a standard star. By
Table 2: Computational resources required to evaluate Use Case 1, including the average run time
and an order of magnitude of the lines of code needed to evaluate the use case with and without the
use of provenance.
Method Use Case Analysis SD (s) Lines of Code
Computation Time (s) (Approximate)
Workflow Only 671 22 500
With Provenance 1 0 10
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combining this probability with the two timings, we compute the average cost
of use case evaluation if any given star in the image was found to be variable.
Figure 2 b) shows the results for evaluating Use Case 2 with the three possible
solutions. The time represents the average execution time after repeating the
simulation twenty times. The columns in Figure 2 b) represent time taken when
the object found to be variable was used as a standard star, when it was not
used as a standard star and both these results combined with the probability
that any star in the image was used as a standard star (the combined fraction).
We found that the computational processing cost of Use Case 2 evaluation
if the star is found to be standard decreases by 21% with provenance when
compared to partially re-running the workflow. However, we also found that the
processing time increases in this respect with the use of provenance by 47% when
compared to simply re-running the workflow. This is due to three reasons: firstly,
the initial overhead of provenance production; secondly the relatively small cost
of querying the provenance and finally, the workflow must be completely re-run
in either case as the fact the star was used as a standard star invalidates the
initial results. We also found that the cost of evaluation is greatly reduced if the
star was not used as a standard star because here, the only computational cost is
for querying the provenance which is negligible when compared to re-running the
workflow, increasing the efficiency by ∼99% when compared to either evaluation
without the use of provenance. Finally, when we combine these efficiencies with
the probability that the star will be used as a standard star, we found that
with the use of provenance, the computational efficiency of evaluating Use Case
2 increases by a factor of 97% and 96% when compared to evaluating it by
re-running and partially re-running the workflow, respectively.
5 Related Work
5.1 Provenance in Astronomy and e-Science
An early example of provenance within e-Science was outlined in Lanter et al.
[7] where they designed lineage meta-data base system in order to document
the sources of data in geographic information system (GIS) applications. This
information then assisted in determining the quality of the data and the fitness of
use for potential applications. Another example framework is myGrid[8], designed
to meet the needs of in silico experiments in biology. myGrid prioritises semantic
complexity over availability of computationally intensive resources to reflect the
data centric nature of the bioinformatic experiments.
Examples of frameworks designed with the needs of the astronomy commu-
nity in mind are Chimera[9] and Kepler[10]. One of the motivations for Chimera
was SDSS, their data intensive needs and the requirement for scalability. Chimera
therefore developed the virtual data system which allowed for on demand data
generation, reducing the storage requirements.
Many scientists have adopted the use of scripting languages rather than
working within scientific workflow systems due to their relative proficiency in
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them. Fortunately for the modern astronomer, tools such as YesWorkflow[11]
and NoWorkflow[12] have been developed to automate the generation of prove-
nance from these scripts. P.Groth et al.[13] explored the use of provenance queries
within astronomy. They identified relevant astronomy use cases for provenance
which motivated the construction of a new provenance model which requires less
storage than traditional provenance generation in anticipation for the large data
production expected by LSST.
5.2 PROV-TEMPLATES
PROV-TEMPLATES facilitate the design and generation of provenance com-
patible with the PROV standard of the world wide web consortium[4]. PROV-
TEMPLATE generated provenance has previously been employed by A Giesler
et al. [14] to provide provenance tracking in scientific workflows.
One advantage of PROV-TEMPLATES over other methods of provenance
generation is that only the bindings need be created during workflow execu-
tion and they can then be expanded later. This not only reduces the initial
processing required at execution, but also can reduce the storage requirement
as the bindings are typically only 40% of the size of the expanded provenance
templates[4]. PROV-TEMPLATES also facilitate the generation of provenance
without the need for writing code to do so such as the tools YesWorkflow[11]
or NoWorkflow[12]. However, unlike these systems, PROV-TEMPLATES also
allow for complex queries over the provenance that are possible in purpose built
frameworks such as Chimera[9].
6 Conclusions
We have found that recording the provenance of an image processing pipeline in-
creases the initial processing cost by ∼45%. However, we have also demonstrated
that the use of provenance resulted in an increase in computational efficiency of
99% and 96% when evaluating Use Cases 1 and 2, respectively. We speculated
that evaluation of Use Case 1 would occur from 1% to 30% of the time and Use
Case 2 would likely need to be evaluated ∼1% of the time. By combining the
processing cost of provenance production, use case evaluation and the probabil-
ity that the use cases will need to be evaluated, we compute the total net change
in processing efficiency of the workflow by introducing provenance generation as
a decrease in computational processing efficiency of 13-44%, depending on how
often Use Case 1 needs to be evaluated. The full results are shown in Table 3.
We also found that when including provenance, the total size of artefacts
produced by the workflow increased by a factor of ∼6. Whilst these results
do represent a large increase in data products, it should be noted that they
are completely un-optimised for storage space savings. Also the provenance is
fairly fine-grained and has the potential to evaluate many other use cases not
investigated in this paper. This means that there is the possibility for a significant
reduction in both the size of the final provenance and its intermediate products.
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Furthermore, the combined data products from provenance production and the
workflow still represented < 1% of the total data products consumed by the
pipeline as the size of the input images dwarfs that of the data products.
These results pertain to the image processing pipeline used during this pa-
per and it is likely to change from pipeline to pipeline. Having said this, other
pipelines which are designed to achieve the same goals will likely be similar in
operation and correlate with the results found in this paper. One interesting
investigation would be the comparison between results obtained with the use of
PROV standard provenance vs the home-grown provenance solutions developed
by astronomers as part of their scripts.
One limitation of our approach was determining the probability that the use
cases would need to be evaluated as we were only able to postulate estimated
probabilities. The more often these use cases need to be evaluated, the more
provenance positively impacts the computational efficiency of the workflow. The
results therefore only serve as an estimation of the impact of provenance record-
ing on the computational efficiency of astronomical workflows.
The results suggest that implementing provenance recording on astronomi-
cal workflows has a negative impact on the computational resources required.
However, it has been clearly demonstrated that including provenance vastly re-
duces the evaluation time of the outlined use cases and identifying more use cases
would therefore increase net computational efficiency of the workflow when using
provenance.
In conclusion; can provenance be used to decrease the computational re-
sources consumed by astronomical workflows? No, if the only use cases for prove-
nance are the the two outlined in this paper. However, there is the potential to
do so with additional investigation into use cases for astronomical provenance.
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